The Ramaḍān Fast Series: No. 3

Etiquette of Fasting No. 1
1. Niyyah (“intention”)
The Prophet  ﷺsaid, “Whoever does
not resolve to fast before dawn
(fajr), he has no fast” (Reported by
Abū Dāwud. He  ﷺalso said,
“Whoever does not intend to fast
during the night, there is no fast for
him” (Reported by al-Nasā’i). From
the foregoing, it is evident that the
fasting person should make his or
her niyyah to fast the night before.
As for the niyyah itself, its place is
in the heart or mind. The niyyah
simply refers to one’s resolve and
determination to do an act without
necessarily verbalizing it. It is a
prerequisite for fasting as well as
all other acts of worship in Islam.

2. Beginning Time of Fasting
Eat and drink until you can
distinguish the white thread from
the black thread of dawn” (Q.
2:187). The Prophet  ﷺhas
explained the reality of dawn as
follows: “Dawn (fajr) is of two
kinds. The first dawn permits eating
but not ritual prayer. As for the
second dawn, it permits ritual
prayer but not eating” (Reported
by
Ibn
Khuzaymah).
The
characteristics of the two dawns
may be stated thus:
i) The False Dawn (al-fajr aṣṣādiq) is known by the whiteness of
the sky. During this time, Ṣalātu-l
Fajr (the Dawn Ritual Prayer) is
permissible unlike eating for a
person who intends to fast.
ii) The True Dawn (al-fajr aṣṣādiq) know by its reddish tinge,
during which time Ṣalātu-l Fajr is
permissible but eating and drinking
are not.
Special Lawful Concession: Eating,
drinking, and marital intercourse
are generally permitted until the
time of the False Dawn;
nevertheless, the Sharia (Islamic
Law) has given a concession until

the Call of Ritual Prayer (adhān),
that is, the time of the True Dawn,
for the one who hears it. The proof
is the words of the Prophet ﷺ: “If
one of you hears the Call of Ritual
Prayer and he has in his hand s
container, let him not put it away
until he satisfies his need from it”
(Reported by Abū Dāwud).
It continues to be a ‘heretical
innovation’ (bid‘ah), as many
scholars have said, the action of
some Muslims, who live in the
vicinity of the masjid and can hear
the adhān, stopping their eating and
drinking and so forth before dawn,
thinking that this precaution is an
act of piety! The above concession,
however, does not apply to those
who are not near the masjid, in
which case they must be attentive
to the time of the True Dawn, as
explained previously.

3. Ending Time of Fasting
The Qur’an says (which translated
means), “Then complete the fast
until the night” (Q. 2:187).
“Night” here is explained by the
Prophet  ﷺas sunset, as al-Bukhāri
reported:
“When
the
night
approaches from here and the day
from here, and the sun sets, then
the fasting person breaks the fast.”
Thus, the fast is promptly broken at
sunset, even though the sky is still
bright or the stars have not yet
appeared. Abdullah b. Abī Awfā
(may Allah be pleased with him!)
narrated, “We were with the
Messenger of Allah  ﷺon a journey
and he was fasting [in Ramaḍān]
and when the sun set, he said to a
member of the group: ‘Go and mix
something for us [i.e. ‘prepare a
meal for us’]!’ He said, ‘O
Messenger of Allah, if you would
wait until it is evening [i.e. until the
night is dark].’ He  ﷺreplied, ‘Get
down and prepare something for
us!’ The man said, ‘Daylight is still

with you.’ He  ﷺreplied, ‘Get down
and prepare something for us!’ The
man finally got down and made a
meal for them, and the Prophet ﷺ
drank and said, indicating with his
finger pointed toward the west, ‘If
you see the night comes forward
from here, then that is when the
fasting person breaks his fast’
(Reported by al-Bukhāri, Muslim,
and Abū Dāwud).
It is bid‘ah to wait for the adhān,
thinking that it is an act of piety,
before breaking the fast—either in
the masjid or from the radio or
other media, especially if the adhān
is called minutes after sunset. If the
adhān coincides with sunset,
however, then it is fine. In some
mosques, Muslims wait too long to
break their fast, as when they wait
until after the adhān, which is
usually not called promptly at
sunset and which takes a couple of
minutes, then they make du’a
(‘supplication’) after it, and then
they break their fast!
The Sunna of the Prophet ﷺ, as
practiced by his Companions like
Abū Sa‘īd al-Khuḍri (may Allah be
pleased with him!) is to break the
fast immediately at setting of the
Sun (Reported by al-Bukhāri). In
addition, the Prophet  ﷺsaid, “My
Ummah shall continue to be on my
Sunnah, so long as they do not wait
on the stars for the breaking of
their fast” (Reported by Ibn
Ḥibbān). (See notes on Ifṭār below).

4. A - As-Saḥūr (‘The Dawn
Meal”)
Saḥūr was instituted by Sharia in
order to distinguish the Islamic fast
from the fast of the followers of
other religions. The Prophet  ﷺsaid,
“The difference between our fast
and the fast of the People of the
Book (i.e. Jews and Christians) is
the taking of the saḥr (i.e. saḥūr)”

(Reported by Muslim).
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B – Excellence of Saḥūr
The Prophet  ﷺsaid, “Benediction
(baraka) is in three things: jamā‘a
(‘community’), tharīd (‘a type of
broth with bread in it’), and saḥūr

(‘the dawn meal of the fasting
person)” (Reported by aṭṬabarāni).
Abdullah b. al-Ḥarīth narrated
that a Companion (may Allah
be pleased with them!) went to
the Prophet  ﷺwhile he was
having his saḥūr and he  ﷺsaid to
him, “It is baraka that Allah has
given you, so do not leave it out”
(Reported by an-Nasā’i).
The Prophet  ﷺalso said, “Truly
Allah and His angels send
salutations upon those who partake
of the saḥūr” (Reported by Ibn
Ḥibbān).
He  ﷺsaid further, “Take saḥūr,

even if it is only a mouthful of
water” (Reported by Abū Ya‘lā—
a sound ḥadīth).
C – Legal Ruling (ḥukm) on
Saḥūr
Scholars are divided on the
ḥukm of saḥūr. Some scholars in
modern times have said that it
is wājib (‘compulsory’), but Ibn
al-Mundhir
did
record
consensus (ijmā‘), which is
perhaps the preferred view.
Allah knows best!
D – Delaying the Saḥūr
Zayd b. Thābit (may Allah be
pleased with him!) narrated,
“We had saḥūr with the
Prophet  ﷺand then he stood up
for the ‘ritual prayer’ (ṣalāh). He
was asked, “How much time was
there between the adhān and the

saḥūr?” He replied, “The
amount of 50 āyah (‘verses’)
[recited]” (Reported by alBukhāri).

5. Al-Ifṭār (‘Breaking of the
fast’)
A – Hastening to the Ifṭār
The Prophet  ﷺsaid, “People will
remain in good, as long as they
hasten to break the fast” (Agreed
Upon).
“Allah, the Mighty and Exalted,
said, ‘Truly the most beloved of My
servant is the one who is the
quickest in breaking his fast’”
(Reported by Aḥmad).
“The Dīn (i.e. the Religion of
Islam) shall continue to be
manifest, as long as the people
hasten to break their fast because
the Jews and Christians delay (the
breaking of their fasts)” (Reported
by Ibn Mājah).
B – The Best Ifṭār
The best ifṭār consists of dates
and/or water, as is evident from the
following āḥādīth (sing. ḥadīth).
Anas (may Allah be pleased with
him!) narrated that the Prophet ﷺ
used to break his fast with rutubāt
(‘tree-ripened dates’) before the
Ṣalāh. If there were not any
rutubāt, then he ate tamrāt (‘dried
dates’); if there were no tamrāt, he
had ḥasawāt (‘a type of soup made
with water and flour and sometimes
sweetened’) (Reported by atTirmidhi).
The Prophet  ﷺsaid, “When one of
you breaks his fast, let him do so
with dried dates. If he does not find
any, then let him break his fast with
water, for it is pure” (Reported by
al-Ḥākim).

C – Du ‘ā of Ifṭār
The Prophet  ﷺsaid, “The fasting
person has, at the time of ifṭār, a
du‘ā that is not rejected” (Reported
by Ibn Mājah).
Anas (may Allah be pleased with
him!) narrated that the Prophet ﷺ
used to say at the time of breaking
the fast, “bismillā, allahumma laka
ṣumtu wa ‘alā rizqika afṭart (‘In the
Name of Allah. O Allah, for Your
sake have I fasted, and now I break
the fast with the food that comes
from You’) (A weak—i.e. not
authentic—ḥadīth reported by

aṭ-Ṭabarāni).
The proper du‘ā of ifṭār, since it is
based on authentic ḥadīth is what
al-Ḥākim
reported—that
the
Prophet  ﷺused to say when he
broke his fast: “Dhahaba-ẓ Ẓama’u
wa-b talati-l ‘urūq wa thabati-l ajru,
inshā Allah (‘Thirst has gone; the
veins are moistened; and the
reward is established, if Allah
wills’)”
(Reported
by
adDārauquṭni).
D – Rewards of Providing Ifṭār
The Prophet  ﷺsaid, “Whosoever
gives ifṭār to a fasting person, he
gets a similar reward except that it
does not take away anything from
the reward from the fasting person”
(Reported by at-Tirmidhi).
Praying for those who provided

Ifṭār:
i) “Allahumma aṭ‘im man aṭ‘amanī
wa-sqi man saqānī (‘O Allah, feed
those who have fed us and give the
drink those who have given us drink’)
(Reported by Muslim).
ii) Allahumma-gh fir lahum war
hamhum wa bārik fīmā razaqtahum
(‘O Allah, Forgive them, have
mercy on them, and bless in their
sustenance, which You have given
to them’) (Reported by Muslim).
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